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Slater focuses on the "metatheatrical" (theatrically self-conscious) elements of 
Plautine drama and analyzes those plays wherein overt theatrical self-conscious- 
ness is prominent. Slater demonstrates how this dramatic self-awareness influ- 
ences the reader's (and, we presume, audience's) response to the stage action. 
For a similar approach, see Helene Foley's analysis of Euripides' 
Bacchae: TAPA 110 (1980) 107ff. Slater comments perceptively on eaves- 
dropping scenes to illustrate and explain the uses of illusion. Readers may 
compare Gianna Petrone's complementary analysis of Plautinefallacia in (espe- 
cially) the Amphitruo and the Curculio: Teatro antico e inganno (1983)-see 
Hammond's review, CW79 (1985) 66. 

Chapters of a theoretical nature (which exploit and incorporate modern 
studies of stagecraft, conventions, and dramatic illusion) frame discussions of 
six scripts. Slater demonstrates how Plautus guides the audience's perception of 
Epidicus in this archetypal servus callidus' opening monologues. Slater reveals 
the dramaturgical motifs and vocabulary in the Persa and comments on the play- 
wright's creation of an unusual persona in Toxilus, servus amans. He explains 
the confusing plot of the Asinaria not as evidence of inept contaminatio, but as 
an intentional, Pirandelloesque sequence of characters attempting (and failing) 
to control the plot. Plautus' inversion of stock types and expected actions in the 
Casina is described well, while levels of doublets, doubling, and duplicity are 
exposed in the Bacchides. We are invited to follow John Wright and identify 
aspects of Pseudolus with the playwright himself. Slater himself views Plautus' 
late creation Pseudolus as a celebration of theater and as evidence for Plautus' 
ambiguous relationship to his own characters. 

Slater writes for a wide audience; his analysis is clear and cogent; he renders 
Plautine Latin wittily throughout. We know Plautus the manipulator of Greek 
scripts, the archaic metrician, and the mirror of Roman mores. Slater aimed at 
depicting Plautus the comic craftsman. He succeeds. 

The Pennsylvania State University PAUL HARVEY 
CW80.1 (1986) 

Philip D. Curtin. Cross-Cultural Trade in World History. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press, 1984. Pp. xi, 293, incl. 31 b/w maps, 1 b/w ill. $34.50 
(hb.), $9.95 (pb.). 

This book is not a history of trade but a study of patterns in cross-cultural 
trade, trade among societies that differed from each other culturally. The author 
chooses as his model the trade diaspora, the networks of merchants living 
abroad as foreigners. He examines commercial diasporas from antiquity down 
to their disappearance in the industrial age. But he is not interested in diasporas 
in general. A specialist in African trade, he explicitly seeks to give a "non- 
Europe-centered view of the human past", focussing on Africa, Asia, and North 
America, in what seems an informed and confident manner, insofar as I am 
qualified to judge them. Not so with classical antiquity. Curtin is only peripher- 
ally concerned with Greece, and Rome hardly interests him, apart from the 
Roman trade with India and China. The somewhat more complete, but still 
superficial, observations about Greece are drawn chiefly from Austin/Vidal- 
Naquet, Starr, and Heichelheim, with some Polanyi and Finley added for good 
measure. The mixture of those sources is not very expertly done and makes for 
difficult reading, unless one keeps consulting them as one reads Curtin's text. As 
an il!RNstration of his dependence on those sources, one example might be cited: 
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Austin/ Vidal-Naquet (p. 43): 
"The word emporos which later referred to the maritime trader par excellence 
still only means 'passenger' (on a ship)." 
Curtin (p. 75): 
"The word emporos, which later meant a maritime trader, then meant only a 
passenger on a ship. " 

Classicists and ancient historians need not look to this book, then, for particu- 
larly enlightening or original information. By using sources that question the 
existence of much commercial activity in the early Greek world, Curtin avoids 
the need to devote attention to the increasing evidence pointing to the commer- 
cial role of colonies (they were "mainly for agriculture rather than commerce," 
p. 78), and writes off Greek trading communities like Massalia, Al Mina, and 
Naucratis as "exceptional." Beginning with the fifth century B.C. and culminat- 
ing in the Hellenistic period, Greek commerce was so "homogenized" and 
"'ecumenical" that "open" trade did away with the need for even such trading 
settlements as had existed previously (pp. 80-81, 88-89, 127). The same reasoning 
allows the author to ignore all but the India and China trade of Rome. Roman 
colonies and the groups of foreign traders at Ostia and at Roman Delos, Alex- 
andria, and elsewhere are not referred to, since Curtin can think only in terms of 
a "homogenized" Mediterranean in the Roman period. Rostovtzeff, Frank, 
Wheeler, Tarn, and Hatzfeld, all still useful for their rich store of references, are 
not included in the Bibliography, and the rapidly growing body of archaeo- 
logical evidence (especially from underwater finds) bearing on ancient trade is all 
but ignored. While the book and its many maps will doubtless be of interest to 
readers concerned with trading diasporas in more modern times, its treatment of 
the topic in Greek and Roman antiquity is disappointing. 

University of Massachusetts at Amherst ELIZABETH LYDING WILL 
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Graham Anderson. Ancient Fiction: The Novel in the Graeco-Roman World. 
Totowa, NJ: Croom Helm Ltd., c/o Barnes and Noble, 1984. Pp. vii, 248. 
$28.50. 

In this book the author of Eros Sophistes hopes to afford laymen an introduc- 
tion to the ancient novelist as serious artist, while to specialists he addresses tech- 
nical discussions about the novel's origins and its relation to far older texts as 
well as about the impact of recently discovered papyri and cuneiform tablets 
upon our understanding of the genre's development. It is difficult to write a 
study which will speak simultaneously to both neophyte and scholar, doubly 
difficult when the subject matter until recently has been neglected even by the 
professional, who tended to assign Longus, Achilles Tatius, and Heliodorus to 
the literary periphery. Disappointingly, this book is only a mixed success: the 
layman will find much bewildering, while the specialist will find its positive 
aspects hedged with reservation. 

Anderson maintains that much of the material in the ancient novel derives 
from the religious and literary texts of the Akkadians, Sumerians, Babylonians, 
and Egyptians, and exhibits an impressively wide-ranging command of world 
literature, from materials as diverse as the Dumuzi-text, the myth of Enlil, and 
the Cycle of Petubastis. Unfortunately, he is parsimonious with dates, back- 
grounds, and contexts not only for the oriental literature but for the discussions 
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